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ESA Voucher Bills Fact Sheet

• Require that Arizona taxpayers subsidize private schools in California, New Mexico, Colorado, 
Utah, and Nevada anywhere within 2 miles of the border - from Andrade, California to Tse 
Bonito, New Mexico and more

• HB2898 specifically targets expansion to Colorado City, AZ, residents, who could then use 
Arizona taxpayer dollars to send their kids to a single private school across the border in 
Utah

• Force Arizona taxpayers to direct Arizona income taxes, property taxes and sales taxes to 
funding salaries, pensions, health care costs and utility costs in other states

• Costs are not known; we have no information about how much these massive expansions 
subsidizing private schools in California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico and Utah would 
cost the state General Fund and Arizona public schools, from which the funding for this 
expansion would be cut

• The bills adds no accountability, management or oversight measures despite significantly 
altering the intent and scope of the ESA voucher program, which is well known to suffer 
from misspending and purchasing issues

• The bills add no outcomes-based testing or reporting requirements even though Arizona 
would have no insight into the curriculum, quality or student outcomes

Background
In 2019, the Arizona Republic reported that DC-based school choice lobby American Federation 
for Children likely colluded with a private Christian school in Hilltop, New Mexico to recruit 3 
Arizona families on the Navajo Nation into unknowingly misusing their ESA voucher at New 
Mexico’s Hilltop Christian School. Once the misspending was discovered, Arizona Department of 
Education and a bipartisan Legislature crafted SB1545, a limited and temporary exception granting 
the families more than a year to continue using ESA while they explored other options, whether 
paying out of pocket, choosing a district, charter or private school in Arizona, or using privately-
funded scholarships. Lawmakers, community groups, and voters predicted this extraordinary 
situation would be exploited as a first step toward permanently expanding ESA vouchers outside 
of Arizona’s borders. SB1224 confirms the validity of those concerns. 

Within days of claiming SB1224 is “just for a few families,” lawmakers have introduced a second 
ESA private school voucher expansion bill. HB2898 would allow even more communities to use 
state funds at private, religious schools in Utah and elsewhere. The bill is a direct response to 
three students in the polygamous town of Colorado City who were denied ESA voucher funds 
after their Montessori school decided to relocate from Arizona to Utah. In the case of this family, 
they did not even appeal the decision and have since found other schooling, highlighting even 
more that these bills aren’t for families at all - they are simply using Arizona families to promote 
a national privatization agenda at any cost. 

Senate Bill 1224 and House Bill 2898 aim to allow Arizona’s private school voucher - known as Empowerment 
Scholarship Accounts - to pay for a family’s tuition, fees, and personal education expenses at OUT-OF-
STATE religious, private schools located within 2 miles of the Arizona border. 
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• No Arizona taxpayer should have to fund private schools in other states 
while Arizona schools languish in chronic underfunding.

• No Arizona student should have to leave the state to get a great 
education. 

• No Arizona tax dollars should fund private schools in California, Colorado 
or any other state when 95% of families choose schools in their local 
community. 

• No Arizona bill should specifically benefit a single community and a 
single private, for-profit business.

Conclusion
SB1224 and HB2898 turn their backs on Arizona families, students, small businesses, and 
communities who should be our priority. They force Arizona taxpayers to absorb other states’ 
expenses but brings in zero revenue or investment for the state. 
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SB1224 & HB2898 expand ESA vouchers for all 
tribal residents to use in neighboring states, 
whether their lands cross the border or not.

HB2898 additionally expands ESA vouchers for 
one city to use in Utah, funding a single private, 

for-profit school.


